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Abstract

In this paper the problem of developing bidding strategies for the participants of dynamic oligopolistic electricity markets is

studied. Attention is given to strategic bidding of load serving entities (LSE) in these markets. We model oligopolistic electricity

markets as non-linear dynamical systems and use discrete-time Nash bidding strategies. We assume a Cournot model for our

game, where the LSEs decide on demand quantities and the market price is the marginal cost of producing electricity.

Attention is given to a problem, where the objective functions are quadratic in the deviations of trajectories from desired

trajectories and quadratic in the control deviations from the nominal controls. It is assumed that each power marketer can

estimate his/her competitors’ benefit function coefficients.

The optimal bidding strategies are developed mathematically using dynamic game theory. We deal with games that are non-

linear in the state equations. We linearize these equations for complex non-linear oligopolistic electricity multi-markets and use

discrete-time Nash strategies. We show that the actual dynamic excursions from the operating point where we linearize are small

so that the linearization is valid. The developed algorithm is applied to an IEEE 14-bus power system. We show that the LSEs’

expected profits are higher for our method than those for other methods in the literature (F. Wen, A.K. David, Optimal bidding

strategies and modeling of imperfect information among competitive generators. IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, Vol. 16,

No. 1, pp.15–21, Feb. 2001.
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1. Introduction

A percentage of the electricity markets in the

United States are based on auctions mechanisms. An

auction is a market institution with an explicit set of
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rules determining resource allocation and prices on

the basis of bids from the market participants. The

auction mechanism has been a preferred choice of

setting prices for electricity markets. It is an econom-

ically efficient mechanism to allocate demand to

suppliers. For example, California market participants

submits supply and demand bid curves for the day-

ahead and hour-ahead energy markets in sealed bid

format. Then, aggregated hourly supply and demand

bid curves are constructed to determine market
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clearing prices as well as the corresponding supply

and demand schedules. A marginal clearing price is

set at the intersection point between the aggregated

demand and supply curves for each of the 24

scheduling hours. All generators winning the auction

are paid at the uniform clearing.

In this paper the problem of developing bidding

strategies for the participants of dynamic oligopolistic

electricity markets is studied. Attention is given to

strategic bidding of load serving entities (LSE) in

these markets. We model oligopolistic electricity

markets as non-linear dynamical systems and use

discrete-time Nash bidding strategies. We assume a

Cournot model for our game, where the LSEs decide

on demand quantities and the market clearing-price is

the marginal cost of producing electricity. Dynamic

non-cooperative games and Nash strategies are

introduced and discussed about in [1], [2] and [8].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 covers the literature review. In Section 3, we

formulate the problem mathematically. In Section 4, a

numerical example of the proposed method is

presented. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Literature review

Researchers [3–7,11–13] have shown that demand-

elasticity, market share and strategic behavior have the

major effects on price volatilities in electricity multi-

markets. One of the ways of controlling price volatility

is to design demand management programs for

consumers of electricity. Fahrioglu and Alvarado

[4,5] consider and describe a variety of voluntary

demand management programs, including full inter-

ruption, equipment specific partial interruptions and

programs that guarantee a certain brelief performanceQ.
The authors define, consider and compare three types

of demand management programs:

! Firm Power Level Program, which defines a

maximum power level (FPL) for each customer.

During an interruption request the customers in this

program are required to reduce their demand to

their pre-agreed FPL or below.

! Agreed Relief Program, which has some similar-

ities with the FPL program. When customers

receive a relief request, they shed a predetermined
amount of load from their demand level at the time

of the curtailment request and have a sloping upper

limit to their demand pickup during the requested

curtailment period. After the curtailment ends they

may resume their typical demand.

! Equipment Specific Interruption Program is differ-

ent in a sense that there are no parameters to decide

upon. However, the customer can decide what

equipment to shut off upon request. Air condi-

tioners and heaters would be among the best

candidates since they put a big burden on the

utility.

The authors use a concept from Game Theory

called bmechanism designQ to develop demand man-

agement contracts for the power utilities based on

their customer willingness to shed load. Their demand

management contracts are largely governed by cus-

tomer type (willingness to shed load) and customer

location. Locational value of each customer is

calculated using sensitivity method (sensitivity of line

flows to individual loads). Some customers are at

more critical locations than the others that make them

more important for the power utilities to sign

interruptible load contracts with them.

Visudhiphan and Illic [12] have introduced

dynamic bidding models for representing possible

behavior of rational profit-maximizing generators

responding to the electricity price variation in a

simplified poolco-type electricity market. The empha-

sis of their work is to address mechanisms and critical

factors that enable generators (Gencos) to exert market

power during the bidding process. They have shown

that in electricity markets with price-inelastic loads,

generators will attempt to game the market extensively.

With the aid of a dynamic bidding model, they have

analyzed the effect of generators bidding strategies on

the market-clearing price. Two types of generator

supply functions are considered in this research work:

(1) Single-step Supply Function (SSF) and (2) Linear

Supply Function (LSF). The authors have studied two

possible strategies for power generators:

(1) Estimated Profit Maximization (EPM): In this

strategy the generator will increase its offer

price in his next bid if the expected (estimated)

profit of the next period is larger than the profit

of the current period.
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(2) Competition to be a Base-Load Generator

(CBG): In this strategy the base-load generator

offering the lowest bid is scheduled at each hour

for power generation by the ISO.

Based on their simulation results, the market-

clearing price will be lower when the generators

adopt the CBG strategy rather than EPM strategy.

Skantze and Chapman [11] have shown some of

the complexity related to the bidding of electric power

in a deregulated market. They use California system

to examine the price dynamics of electric power. They

define a new index to measure the existence of market

power. This index is derived specifically for electric

power markets, taking into account the nature of

generators operating costs. The first challenge of

understanding price dynamics in electric power

markets is to identify the forces driving up the

cumulative supply curves. The second is to quantify

and estimate them. The authors consider three

possible causes for shifts in supply curve:

(1) Generator Outages: If a generator is off line due

to faults or service requirements, its bid curve is

withheld from the market, shifting the cumu-

lative supply curve to the left.

(2) Market entry or exit: A new generator entering

the market, either from a competing power

exchange or a terminated bilateral contract will

shift the supply curve to the right. Similarly

generators exiting the Power Exchange (PX)

markets will shift the supply curve to the left.

(3) Gaming and strategic bidding: Generators with

significant market share may attempt to increase

profits by shifting their bid curves to the left,

thus driving up the market clearing price.

Wen and David [13] have presented a method to

build optimal bidding strategies for competitive power

suppliers in an electricity market. They assume that

power suppliers are required to bid a linear supply

function. If the market operator selects their bids they

will be paid the market-clearing price. They have

developed a stochastic optimization model to compute

the optimal bidding strategies for power suppliers.

They also model the imperfect information about

rivals as random variables with known probability

distributions and known minimum–maximum values.
Their simulation results show that market-clearing

price can be higher than the competitive level if the

suppliers bid strategically. But, the suppliers’ market

power will be reduced if the demand elasticity

increases.

Schuler [10] introduced the importance of the

speed of customer responses in gauging the compet-

itiveness of oligopolistic markets. He develops eco-

nomic rationale for a lagged response by customers

buying from spatial markets. His emphasis is on two

lag mechanisms: (1) possible delays in the digestion

of information about changes in product prices; (2)

delay in action by consumers after the information is

received. He formulated a two-player non-cooperative

game with concave adjustment process (CAP) and

logistic adjustment process (LAP). The simulation

results showed that as market shares become more

nearly equal in a world of rapid feasible consumer

changes in suppliers, the possibility of unstable

market conditions might increase.

Maiorano, Song and Trovata [9] proposed a

dynamic oligopolistic market model to analyze the

new competitive electricity environment. Their model

was developed on the basis of the well-known

Cournot model for the analysis of a non-collusive

oligopolistic market. Their first objective was to

evaluate the reaction functions of the suppliers who

share the market. A reaction function evaluated the

expected profit-maximizing level of the power output

for each generating firm (Genco), given the expected

values of its rivals’ power outputs. They claimed their

market model is dynamic but they solve a series of

static optimization (profit-maximizing) problems for

three competing Gencos over ten bidding periods.

They showed how the behavior of Gencos affected

their rivals’ profit maximization.

Given the above background about strategic bid-

ding and demand management in new electricity

market environment, the aim of this paper is to

develop bidding strategies for load serving entities

(power utilities) in dynamic oligopolistic electricity

multi-markets. Dynamic modeling of the oligopolistic

electricity markets could provide additional insights to

the behavior and stability of these markets. The above

task is a novel approach for developing bidding

strategies for power utilities (LSEs) in new emerged

oligopolistic electricity multi-markets and cannot be

found in the literature.
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3. Problem formulation

The focus of this paper is to develop bidding

strategies for LSEs in oligopolistic electricity mar-

kets. We will use demand-elasticity as the control

variable to achieve optimal demand bids for the

LSEs. Attention is given to a problem where the

objective functions are quadratic in the deviations of

trajectories from desired trajectories and quadratic in

the control deviations from the nominal controls.

This is called a tracking problem. In this paper we

deal with discrete-time dynamic games that are non-

linear in the state equations. Therefore, we extend

the existing theory for linear-quadratic tracking

games to discrete-time non-linear-quadratic tracking

games. Our approach is to linearize the non-linear

state equations with respect to the state variables and

controls of all players at each desired operating

point. We expect that the actual dynamic excursions

from the operating point where we linearize will be

small so that the linearization is valid. In our

simulations, we compare the desired trajectories with

the optimal linearized-state trajectories to show the

validity of linearization process (refer to Fig. 5).

Consider the following discrete-time non-linear-

quadratic tracking game:

J ik xkð Þ ¼ xN � xdN
� �

VQi
N xN � xdN
� �

þ
XN�1

j¼k

xj � xdj

� �
VQi

j xj � xdj

� �n

þ uij � uidj

� �
VRi

j uij � uidj

� �o
ð1Þ

for i=1, . . ., np

xkþ1 ¼ fk xk ; u
1
k ; . . . ; u

np
k

� �
ð2Þ

where Jk
i(xk) is the additive quadratic objective

function of player i (i=1, . . ., np), matrices Qj
i, Rj

i

are symmetric and positive definite for all ja[0,N],

xj
d are the desired state values for ja[0, N], uj

d=[uj
1d,

uj
2d,. . ., uj

npd] are the desired control values for ja[0,

N�1] (which can be calculated algebraically if the

desired state values are known), and fk (xk, uk
1,. . .,

uk
np) are the set of non-linear dynamic state equations

of the states (xk) and players’ controls (uk
i, i=1,. . .,

np). The optimal Nash-Cournot strategies (uk*=[uk
1*,

uk
2*,. . ., uk

np*]) of the above discrete-time non-linear-
quadratic tracking game should satisfy the following

inequalities:

J ik xk ; u
14
k ; . . . ; ui4k ; . . . ; u

np4
k

� �
VJ ik xk ; u

14
k ; . . . ; uik ; . . . ; u

np4
k

� �
;

8uikaUi ð3Þ

for i=1,. . ., np; where, Ui is the set of all admissible

controls (strategies) for player i.

The linearized state equations are as follows:

dxkþ1 ¼ Akdxk þ B1
kdu

1
k þ . . . þ B

np
k dunpk ð4aÞ

Ak ¼
Bfk

Bxk

����
xk¼xd

k
;uk¼ud

k

ð4bÞ

Bi
k ¼

Bfk

Buik

����
xk¼xd

k
;uk¼ud

k

; for i ¼ 1; . . . ; np ð4cÞ

By applying the linearization process, the tracking

problem becomes a regulator problem (driving the

state deviations from the desired state values to zero

by optimally calculating the control deviations from

the desired controls) as follows:

J ik dxkð Þ ¼ dxNVQ
i
NdxN

þ
XN�1

j¼k

dxjVQ
i
jdxj þ duiVj R

i
jdu

i
j

n o
ð5Þ

The optimal Nash strategies for the tracking

problem are determined by the following equations:

uk4 ¼ Lkdxk þ udk ¼ duk4þ udk ð6aÞ

Lk ¼ � w�1
k fk ð6bÞ

where,

wk ¼

R1
k þ B1V

k K
1
kþ1B

1
k B1V

k K
1
kþ1B

2
k . . . B1V

k K
1
kþ1B

np
k

B2V
k K

2
kþ1B

1
k R2

k þ B2V
k K

2
kþ1B

2
k . . . B2V

k K
2
kþ1B

np
k

: : . . . :
: : . . . :
: : . . . :

B
npV
k K

np
kþ1B

1
k B

npV
k K

np
kþ1B

2
k . . . R

np
k þ B

npV
k K

np
kþ1B

np
k

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð7Þ

fk ¼
B1V
k K

1
kþ1

B2V
k K

2
kþ1

v
B
npV
k K

np
kþ1

2
664

3
775Ak ð8Þ
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and matrices Kk
i (i=1, . . ., np) are computed by the

following Riccati-like equations:

Ki
N ¼ Qi

N ð9aÞ

Ki
k ¼ Qi

k þ LiVkR
i
kL

i
k

þ Ak þ
Xnp
j¼1

B
j
k L

j
k

 !
V
K i
kþ1 Ak þ

Xnp
j¼1

B
j
kL

j
k

 !

ð9bÞ

for k=1,. . ., N�1.

The optimal costs-to-go at time step k (for the

regulator problem) can be computed by the following

equation:

J i4k dxkð Þ ¼ dxkVK
i
kdxk ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; np ð10Þ

The dimensions of xk, xk
d, uk, uk

d are n�1, n�1,

1�p, 1�p, respectively. Matrices Ak, Bk
i, Qk

i, Rk
i

(i=1,. . ., np) have proper dimensions.
Fig. 1. IEEE 14-bus power system (interc
4. Numerical example

In this section, the developed algorithm of Section

3 is used to compute optimal bidding strategies for

three competing LSEs in four interconnected zonal

oligopolistic electricity markets (IEEE14-bus power

system) as shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that each

LSE has market share at each zone (price area). The

LSEs play a Nash game (non-cooperative game)

among each other to buy electricity from the zonal-

markets. In order to conserve energy (and basically

hedge against price volatility), LSEs sign load-

leveling contracts with their customers at each zone

based on pre-agreed incentive discounts for each kW

h of load curtailment [4,5]. Therefore, each LSE starts

the game knowing its desired load profile (over a 24-h

period) to track. We assume that each LSE has a linear

demand function defined as following:

dik ¼ Di
0 � aikkk ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð11Þ

where, dk
i is the hourly demand (MW), D0

i is the

intercept of the linear demand function (MW), ak
i

onnected zonal electricity markets).



Fig. 2. Predicted market clearing-prices (MCP) of electricity [$/MW

h] vs. time step k. MCP at: zone 1 (solid line), zone 2 (dash line)

zone 3 (dash dot line), and zone 4 (dot line).
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is the slope of the demand function of LSEi

(i=1,2,3) and kk is the spot price of electricity. The

objective functions and dynamic state equations of

the Nash tracking game among LSEs are defined

as follows:

J ik dik
� �

¼ diN � didN
� �

VQi
N diN � didN
� �

þ
XN�1

j¼k

dij � didj

� �
VQi

j dij � didj

� �n

þ aij � aidj

� �
VRi

j aij � aidj

� �o
ð12Þ

dikþ1 ¼ dik � aik

X3
j¼1

D
j
0 � d

j
k

� �
X3
j¼1

a j
k

þ wk

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

¼ f ik dik ; a
1
k ; a

2
k ; a

3
k

� �
ð13Þ

for i=1,2,3; k=0,. . ., N�1; N=24.

Eq. (13) consists of a set of non-linear dynamic

equations that show each LSE’s zonal demand is

directly proportional to its own elasticity and

inversely proportional to the zonal price of elec-

tricity (which is inversely proportional to all LSEs’

elasticity). In Eq. (13), wk is the stochastic price

volatility at time step k (which is assumed to have a

normal distribution with zero mean). In this

example, we consider LSEs who bid into day-ahead

multi-zone electricity markets. As it can be seen

from Eq. (13), the dynamic state equations are non-

linear in the players’ controls (ak=[ak
1 ak

2 ak
3]).

Knowing the desired load values (dk
d, k=1,. . .,24),

the desired control values (dk
d, k=1,. . .,24) can be

computed using Eq. (11). Before the computation of
Table 1

Probability distribution data of the players’ private information

Parameter Mean Variance

D0
j , j=1,2,3 {450,400,420} {10,6,8}

Qk
j, j=1,2,3 {100,95,90} {10,10,10}

Rk
j, j=1,2,3 {14,12,10} {2.5,2,1}
,

optimal Nash strategies, the dynamic state equations

must be linearized with respects to the states and

players’ controls at the desired operating points:

(dk
d, ak

d),

dkþ1 ¼ Akdk þ B1
ka

1
k þ B2

ka
2
k þ B3

ka
3
k ð14aÞ

We assume that the players’ linear demand

function intercepts (D0
i (i=1, 2, 3)) and objective

function coefficients, Qk
i, Rk

i (i=1, 2, 3), have normal

distributions with known means and variances to all

players in electricity markets.

Ak ¼

Bf 1k
Bd1k

Bf 1k
Bd2k

Bf 1k
Bd3k

Bf 2k
Bd1k

Bf 2k
Bd2k

Bf 2k
Bd3k

Bf 3k
Bd1k

Bf 3k
Bd2k

Bf 3k
Bd3k

2
66666664

3
77777775

ð14bÞ

Bi
k ¼

Bf 1k
Baik
Bf 2k
Baik
Bf 3k
Baik

2
66666664

3
77777775

for i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð14cÞ

For our numerical example these values are

given in Table 1. The simulation results are shown



Fig. 5. Optimum load deviations (ydk) in MW h: (1) LSEA dev. at

zone 1 (solid line), zone 2 (dash line), zone 3 (dash-dot line), and

zone 4 (dot line); (2) LSEB dev. at zone 1 (solid line), zone 2 (dash

line), zone 3 (dash-dot line), and zone 4 (dot line); (3) LSEC dev. at

zone 1 (solid line), zone 2 (dash line), zone 3 (dash-dot line), and

zone 4 (dot line).

Fig. 3. Optimal load trajectories (dk) in MW h: (1) LSEA load at

zone 1 (solid line), zone 2 (dash line), zone 3 (dash-dot line), and

zone 4 (dot line); (2) LSEB load at zone 1 (solid line), zone 2 (dash

line), zone 3 (dash-dot line), and zone 4 (dot line); (3) LSEC load at

zone 1 (solid line), zone 2 (dash line), zone 3 (dash-dot line), and

zone 4 (dot line).
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in Figs. 3 and 4. As we can see from these results,

the optimal Nash-Cournot strategies (optimal con-

trols) for all three players at all four zones are

those that force the demand trajectories to follow

the desired load values at all trading hours. The

predicted zonal market clearing-prices (MCP) of
Fig. 4. Optimal Nash strategies of players (ak): (1) LSEA elasticity

at zone 1 (solid line), zone 2 (dash line), zone 3 (dash-dot line), and

zone 4 (dot line); (2) LSEB elasticity at zone 1 (solid line), zone 2

(dash line), zone 3 (dash-dot line), and zone 4 (dot line); (3) LSEC

elasticity at zone 1 (solid line), zone 2 (dash line), zone 3 (dash-dot

line), and zone 4 (dot line).
electricity are shown in Fig. 2. The optimal

demand trajectories are shown in Fig. 3, and the

optimal Nash-Cournot strategies (optimal controls)

are shown in Fig. 4.

The simulation results of Fig. 4 shows that in

competitive electricity markets, demand varies as a

function of price (hedging against price volatility).

In other words, energy double-sided auctions are

more competitive and efficient than energy sup-

plier-only auctions. The optimum load deviations

(ydk=dk�dk
d) from the desired load values for all

four zones are shown in Fig. 5. Their values

converge to zero after five bidding periods.

The expected profits of the LSEs in dynamic

oligopolistic electricity markets based on the

algorithm developed in this paper are given in

Table 2. These values are compared with the

expected profits of the LSEs computed based on
Table 2

LSEs’ expected profits in dynamic electricity multi-markets

Player Expected profit (in $)

bOur methodQ
Expected profit (in $)

bWen et al. methodQ

LSE_1 3.5837e6 5.3239e5

LSE_2 4.7549e6 1.6464e6

LSE_3 4.6383e6 1.5776e6
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the algorithm developed by Wen et al. [13] (using

static model for oligopolistic electricity markets )

in Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the LSEs’ expected

profits for our method are higher than those for Wen et

al. method. This shows the advantage of dynamic

modeling of oligopolistic electricity markets over

existing static models.
5. Conclusions

In this paper the problem of developing bidding

strategies for the participants of dynamic oligopo-

listic electricity markets was studied. Attention was

given to strategic bidding of load serving entities

(LSE) in these markets. We modeled oligopolistic

electricity markets as non-linear dynamical systems

and used discrete-time Nash bidding strategies. We

assumed a Cournot model for our game, where the

LSEs decide on demand quantities and the market

clearing-price is the marginal cost of producing

electricity.

Attention was given to a problem, where the

objective functions are quadratic in the deviations of

trajectories from desired trajectories and quadratic in

the control deviations from the nominal controls.

This is called a tracking game. In this paper we dealt

with discrete-time dynamic games that were non-

linear in the state equations. We linearized the non-

linear state equations with respect to the state

variables and controls of all players at each desired

operating point. The simulation results of Fig. 5

showed that the optimum load deviations (ydk) from
the desired load values converge to zero after five

bidding periods. The developed bidding strategies

were used to compute optimal demand quantities for

three competing LSEs who bid to buy electricity

from four interconnected zonal energy multi-market

(IEEE14-bus power system). The LSEs play a Nash-

Cournot game (non-cooperative game) among them-

selves. We assumed that the LSEs sign load-leveling

contracts with their customers at each zone based on

pre-agreed incentive discounts for each kWh of load

curtailment. Our market simulation results showed

that the optimal Nash-Cournot strategies (optimal

controls) for all three players at all four zones were

those that forced the demand trajectories to follow
the desired load values at all trading hours. Our

simulation results also showed that in competitive

electricity markets demand varies as a function of

price (hedging against price volatility). In other

words, energy double-sided auctions are more com-

petitive and efficient than energy supplier-only

auctions. We also showed the advantage of applying

dynamic game theory to power trading systems over

existing methods (static game theory). This is

demonstrated by comparing the LSEs’ expected

profits in oligopolistic electricity markets based on

the method developed in this paper and that

developed by Wen et al. [13].
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